
INFOGRAPHIC | FIXED LPR FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS WORKFLOW EFFICIENCYINVESTIGATIVE INSIGHT

Receive real-time alerts, conduct comprehensive searches and leverage 
advanced analytics to uncover new insights and operate more efficiently.

FIXED LPR TECHNOLOGY
LAW ENFORCEMENT
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High Traffic Areas: Easily deploy LPR 
trailers to increase data collection and 
alerting in high traffic areas and for 
special events.
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HOAs and Neighborhoods: Secure 
and protect communities with quick deploy 
LPR systems. Share data with local law 
enforcement for added security.
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Highway deployments: Fixed LPR 
cameras on highways allows for high volume 
scanning in strategic locations to proactively 
prevent crimes and improve safety.
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FIXED LICENSE PLATE RECOGNITION
Mix and match offerings to meet your specific needs

 
.

ReaperHD Fixed Camera System
High-accuracy, high-volume plate scanning

Monitor your most traffic-heavy locations with this 
complete, ultra high performance camera system.
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Vigilant PlateSearchTM

Vehicle location intelligence that generates leads

Use patented analytics and access to billions of license plate detections from your 
department's cameras, other agencies, enterprise partners using Vigilant ClientPortal 
and our commercial data network to help you search for, identify and locate vehicles 
of interest. 

With this cloud-based software solution, system management couldn't be easier 
while your data retention, access and sharing is completely under your agency's 
ownership - keeping you in control.

L5Q Quick Deploy Camera System
The affordable, easy-to-deploy-anywhere option

Jumpstart or expand your camera network with 
this all-in-one, solar-capable camera system.

Set and forget, when and where it's needed

Take effective, tactical action with these highly 
transportable, easy-to-operate camera systems.

ReaperHD Trailer Camera Systems


